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Sheffield Bridge Club 

Committee Minutes September 13th 2016 at 3pm 

Present: D Waxman (DW),G Jepson (GJ), D Rayner (DR), G Foley (GF), B Partridge (BP),M James (MJa) 

 M Johnson (MJo), A Cockerill (AC), S Village (SV),P Camm (PC), F Drew (FD),M Cooper (MC) 

1           Introductory Comments  

DW opened the meeting at 3.00pm 

2            Apologies 

 There were no apologies 

3           Minutes of the meeting held on July 12th 2016 were approved  

4           Matters Arising 

The draft changes proposed to the constitution have been put onto the club’s website for 
comments. So far 3 members have provided feedback which is being considered. 
The summer seminars have been a great success and the committee are very grateful to both 
those presenting and to those taking part. 
There are no changes intended to alter the new stand by booking system at present. It is 
hoped that members with access to the internet will assist those members without, to look at 
the stand by calendar. 
The date for the AGM has been changed to October 31st 
 

5            Correspondence, membership and other secretarial business 

5.1 Membership  

Four new members were confirmed as follows: Barbara Pidcock; Ray Everitt; Tony Ashwell; 
Sheelagh Reynolds. This brings the current total membership to 290. 

5.2 Correspondence 

We have been approached by Gill Crook requesting a sitting seat on Wednesday evenings 
and this was agreed.  

DW was asked about the possibility of introducing some form of ‘country’ membership to 
benefit those players who live a distance away and only want to play at the club once or 
twice a month. It was agreed it would be too difficult to determine fair criteria for this form 
of membership. 

 
6    Treasurers Report  

 
GF confirmed that the club has now repaid all of its debts and has a surplus of funds in the 
bank. 
The proposal to increase the afternoon playing fee to £3 per session will be discussed and 
voted on at the AGM 
For the year 2016/2017 no major capital expenditure is expected but several improvements 
to the club are intended to be carried out. For example, we are hoping to carry out the 
redecoration of both the interior and exterior of the club. Any suggestions on improvements 
are welcomed. 
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7    EGM/AGM 
 

It is intended to distribute papers for the AGM and EGM during the first week in October. 
These will be circulated electronically whenever possible. BP will coordinate with help from 
others especially regarding printing and distribution to members without an email address. 

 
It was noted that some members of the Committee and one officer will not be standing for 
re-election. 
 

8   TD’s Report including LOG 
 

Timetables for the local leagues have been distributed. The Waddington will have 3 divisions 
of 6 with each team playing 5 matches, and The Open will have 2 divisions of 8 with each 
team playing 7 matches. 
Monday evening matches will be played upstairs, allowing the Monday evening beginner 
classes to be taught downstairs and thus not disturb play. 
It is anticipated that the Yorkshire League teams will be finalised within the next three 
weeks. Sheffield will have a representation of 8 teams. The catering for these events will 
continue on the same basis as last year. The fixtures timetable is now on the website and the 
start time will be 2.00pm for all matches. 
There will be 2 teams from Sheffield entering the NICKO this year. 
The TD training courses are about to begin with the first one being held this Sunday, 18th 
September. Within 6 weeks we will have another 6 or 7 TD’s available at the club! 
 

8      Progress Reports  
 
 8.1 Events  

The 80th anniversary celebrations are now in hand and it is hoped that everyone enjoys 
celebrating. 

8.2 Premises 

MJa confirmed that he has now completed implementing the safety measures 
recommended and also written down a risk assessment. The committee are extremely 
grateful for all of his hard work in accomplishing this task. 

A live fire alarm drill was recently carried out at the club and we are pleased to report that 
everyone was able to evacuate and reconvene in the correct place within the time allowed. 

The current alarm needs servicing and the control panel is in need of replacing. MJa agreed 
to sort this out. 

The emergency lighting needs an overhaul and MJa is to begin a programme of updating all 
of the lighting at the club to LED lights. 

8.3 IT 

PC is going to arrange a presentation for members on how to get the most out of Pianola. 
Subject to confirmation, this will most likely be held on Tuesday September 27th at 2.00pm. 
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8.7 Teaching and Development 

The EBU is holding a teacher training course during the last week of September which 
Richard Gilbert is attending, with the intention of offering more teaching at the club. 

In the New Year, the committee will be looking at how to advertise and promote the playing 
of bridge. 

GJ reported that he was very impressed with the Pro Am and is looking into some form of 
continuation of these types of events during the rest of the year. A huge debt of gratitude is 
owed to Gill Woodcock for organising the summer Pro Am. 

9      Any Other Business 

Concerns over finishing times and movements were again raised. The committee intends to 
look at forming a Tournament Committee after the AGM who will be able to discuss and, 
hopefully resolve these recurring issues. In the meantime, it was agreed that Directors need 

to consider strategies that will try to speed up movements.  

The question arose as to how we differentiate between expert and non-expert players when 
awarding trophies. Anyone with a NGS grade of 48 or lower at the start of the year will 
qualify as a non-expert. 

The new token system does not account for afternoon members coming in the evening and 
not upgrading their membership or for visitors to play more than three times at the club 
without becoming a member. GF is to ask Simon Woolham to produce a poster reminding 
people of the rules.  

10 Date of the next meeting 

The next meeting will be held on Tuesday 11th October, 2016 at 4.00pm. This meeting ended 
at 5.00pm 

 

 

 

 


